Battle Park Pedestrian Trails

- Monarch of the Forest
- Lovers' Stone Chair
- Historic Spring
- Lovers' Leap Lookout
- Sisters' Corner
- Forest Theatre
- Old Poplar Picnic Place
- Cedar Top Trail (0.2)
- Bent Beech Trail (0.3)
- Cedar Top Ridge
- Battle Branch Creek
- OWASA Access (0.7)
- Battle Branch Trail
- Sourwood Loop (0.4)
- Rainy Day Trail (0.3)
- University Trail (0.1)
- Solitary Hill Trail (0.1)
- Old Poplar Picnic Place
- Lovers' Leap Lookout
- Forest Theatre
- Battle Branch Creek
- OWASA Access (0.7)

Trail length is given in miles
Contour Interval: 2 Feet
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